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6 Unions of Strongly Paracompact Spaces. II

By Yoshikazu YASUI
Osaka KySiku University

(Comm. by Kinjir6 KuNuoI, .J..., Jan, 12, 1968)

As is well known, the space that is the union of two closed
strongly paracompact) subspaces need not be strongly paracompact
(see 6). In the previous note (see 8.), we have proved the follow-
ing theorem"

Theorem 1. Let -{F A} be a locally finite closed covering
of a regular Tl-space X such that Fr(F,)3) has the locally LindelYf
property for any v e A. Then a necessary and suJcient condition
that X be strongly paracompact is that F, is strongly paracompact
for any cg e A.

A main purpose of this note is to show the following theorem:
Theorem 2. Let X be a normal T-space and {Ga r A}

be a locally finite open covering of X such that G G has the
locally LindelYf property with ’espect to its relative topology for
each a, f e A with a=/=f. If G, is strongly paracompact for each
cr e A, then X is strongly paracompact.

Proof. Suppose that A is well ordered. As is well known
([2; Proposition 1.2), we can take the open covering @-{H, Iq e A}
of X such that H,) G, for each r e A and therefore ) is a locally
finite closed covering of X. By the way to make the covering ,

( )
and hen

atO
hen U (G ? G) has he locally LindelSf propery and hence Fr(Ho)

aa
has the locally LindelSf property. After all we have the locally
finite closed covering .= {/-0 [a e A} such that Fr(o) has the locally
LindeliJf property for any a e A. Therefore, by Theorem 1, we can

1) This note is a continuation of the previous note [8.
2) The Hausdorff space X is strongly paravompact if an arbitrary open covering

of X has the star finite open covering of X as a refinement.
3) Fr(F) denotes the boundary of F. in X, that is, Fr(F.)=FaX-A..
4) For the subset Ha of a topological space X, Ha denotes the closure of Ha in X.
5) For the collection of subsets of a topological space X, J denotes the

collection U Ue )}.



get Theorem 2.
Theorem :. Let {G e A} be a locally finite open covering

of a regular T-space X and each G be a strongly paracompact
subspace such that Fr(G) has the Lindelgf property. If G G
has the locally Lindelgf property for each , e A with , then
the whole space X is strongly paracompact.

Proot. By A. 0kuyama ([3; Theorem 1), X is normal and
therefore X is strongly paracompact by the above Theorem 2.

Definition. Let x be the point of a topological space X. X is
said to have the locally peripherally Lindelgf property at x if any
neighborhood of x contains an open neighborhood of x whose boundary
has the LindelSf property,) that is, there exists an open neighborhood
base of x consisting of the open sets whose boundaries have the
LindelSf property (see [4).

By the use of the locally peripherally LindelSf property, we will
show some theorems for the unions of the strongly paracompact
open subspaces as under.

For this purpose, we will prove the following lemma in advance.
Lemma. Let F be the strongly paracompact closed subspace of

a topological space X with the Lindelgf boundary in X. Then an
arbitrary open covering ofF is refined by the star finite open covering

of F such that Fr(F) intersects at most countably many elements
of it (where "open" means the open set in F).

Proof. Let I be an any open covering of F, and therefore
is refined by the star finite (in F) covering -{Wla e A} of F by
the strong paracompactness of F. From the normality of F, we
have an open (in F) covering U={UIa e A} of F such that"

U U (closure in F and hence in X) W for any a e A.
Then 1I is a star a finite open covering of F and, from the LindelSf
property of Fr(F), it is covered by countably many elements
U e 1I(i-1, 2, ...). Then it is easily seen that 3-{V ]a e A} is
the desired covering, where

V- W- U U for a e A with a e {a, a., },

V- W for a e A with a-a(i- 1, 2, ...).
Theorem 4. Let X be a regular T-space and {G i- 1, 2, ..., n}

be a finite open covering of X consisting of strongly paracompact
subspaces. If Fr(G) is compact and X has the locally peripherally
Lindelgf at Fr(G) for each i-1,2, ...,n, then X is strongly
paracompact.

Proof. It is sufficient to prove only in the case of n=2. Let
F--G. At first we shall prove the strong paracompactness of F.

6) In this case, we say that the set has the LindelSf boundary.
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For this purpose, let / be an arbitrary open covering of F as a
subspace of X. Since Fr(G) Fr(G) is compact by the hypothesis,
we have the finite open collection {V,li=l, 2,..., m} of X each of
which has the LindelSf boundary in X, and such that {V,
=1,..., m} is a refinement of 0/ which covers of Fr(F).

Let H=F- 0 V., then H is closed in X and H G, and hence

H is strongly paracompact.
Now

Fr(H)-H X-H-H (X-F F-H)
-(H X-F) [2 (H F-H).

In this place,
H X-F H-H,
H X-Fc F X-F-Fr(F) ) V.,

and therefore

[I X-F H( V,)-,
and then,

Fr(H)-H F-H
_
F- U V. U V. X- U V. .= Vi= i=

Fr V,, Fr(V.).
Consequently, from the LindelSf property of Fr(V.) for each
i-1, 2,..., m, we have the LindelSf property of Fr(H), and hence,
by the above lemma, it is easily seen the H has the locally finite,
star finite closed covering as a refinement of H,) such that
Fr(H) intersects at most countably many elements of it.

Now, let - V F] i- 1, 2, ..., m} , then it is easily seen
that is a locally finite closed covering of F and a refinement of. In order to show the star countability of , we need prove

only V. H Fr(H). Not suppose, and then some point x e V, H
-Fr(H). Since x e H-Fr(H), some open set U(x) containing x does
not intersect with X-H, that is,

0n the other hand, e H N- Nf(N), we can suppose U() X-N

=, and then -U() UV U() Vo, this is contrary o
w V0. Prom the above faet, any oen covering of N has the locally
finite star eountable closed eovering of N as a refinemeng and there-
fore N is strongly araeomaet by Yu. . Smirnov (g; heorem 1).

7) For the subset H of the topological space X and the collection t of subsets
of X, VH denotes the collection {AHi At}.
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Secondly let F=G-G, then F G. and hence F is strongly
paracompact closed subspace of X. Since Fr(F)= Fr(G) is LindelSf,
{F, F} is a closed covering of X each of which is a strongly par-
acompact closed subspace with the locally LindelSf boundary and
consequently, we get Theorem 4, by Theorem i or V. Trnkova ([6;
Proposition 5).

In the same way as the above proof, we can prove the following:
Theorem 5. Let {A,B} be the covering of X such that A is

compact and B is the strongly paracompact open subspace of X.
If X has the locally peripherally Lindelgf at A, then X is strongly
paracompact.

At last, we have the following theorem which is a generalization
of Theorem 4:

Theorem 6. Let {G, e A} be a locally finite open covering

of a regular T-space X each of which is a strongly paracompact
open subspace with the compact boundary in X. If X has the locally
peripherally LindelYf at [J Fr(G,), then X is strongly paracompact.

eA

Proof. It is easily seen from the compactness of Fr(G.)for
each a.

Remark. (1) Theorem 3 (resp. Theorem 2) is a generalization
of ([1; Theorem 5) (resp. [7; Theorem 4).

(2) In Theorem 5, we cannot drop the hypothesis of the locally
peripherally LindelSf property. In fact, let X be the Euclidean plane
set and p be a usual metric on X. We shall define the following
other metric d on X;

d(x, y)= p(x, 0)+ p(O, y) for each x, y e X, where 0 is the original
point of X. Then it is already known that this metric space (X, d)
is not strongly paracompact. Now let A= {0} and B= X-{0}, then
A is compact and B has the discrete open covering, as a subspace
of X, each of which is the metric space with the countable open
base (see [5).
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